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About This Game

Teal is a turn based multiplayer strategy game with simultaneous turns; think chess with guns, that have mind bending
trajectories. Games are played on a variety of maps, each with a different focus. Adapting your team composition and

anticipating the opponent's next move is the key to victory.

Two players compete against one another and take their turns at the same time. The turns are then merged once both have
finished their turn. Then all units execute their moves at the same time. This means that you have to predict the opponent's next

move to be able to hit their units and avoid their projectiles.

Teal features 5 maps, 8 weapons and 3 map objectives that can be utilized to gain an advantage.
Each game is also saved as a replay that can be re-watched to analyze your strategy.

Teal offers online and local multiplayer with a Hot-Seat Mode.
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Title: Teal
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
TealDev
Publisher:
TealDev
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad Core Intel or AMD processor with 2.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 920M or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,German
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If you liked Age of Wonders 2, you'll love this. If you haven't played Age of Wonders 2, you should.. this game sucks waste of
$3 it makes the protagonist GOD like of all names this is the most aethiest game evar. Putt-Putt Goes to the Moon provides a
level of entertainment that cannot be matched! 10/10, would Putt-Putt again!. NOT RECOMENDED

After almost 500hrs i've finally understood the game!
20kills to 2 deaths with a gun that took 50hrs to grind yealds -400 (minus 400) credits per game
YES you read correctly i LOSE money playing with a gun i spent 50hrs earning EVEN when i play decent

3kills to 7deaths with a starter gun thats given for free 0hrs invested Earns me 2700+ PROFIT per game even when i play
BADLY

CONCLUSION-
Playing good and unlocking better weapons and upgrading them = LESS profit maybe even MINUS money meaning if you play
as a noob with a starter weapon you earn so much money but for what ? when you upgrade your weapons you lose money ..... an
endless grind of a game UNLESS you PREMIUM and buy all your gear with IRL money !!!!. I always felt like Borderlands was
overrated, and it was mostly held up by the post-apocalyptic wasteland buzz that Fallout 3 generated at the time. It can be fun
with friends, but you're better off playing Borderlands 2 with friends.
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For early access this is outstanding. Devs are really engaged.. Its a lot of fun and its an ok price. Just ok. But expect no more
content to come out for this game as the last update for it was in 2016. So over a year of silence. Youll have about 10 hours of
game time on this. Maybe. As you can clearly see if only have 8.2 hours as of right now.. It was okay, but a bit misleading.. Ok I
got this just so i could write a review and see if what I understood was true. Honestly it's overpriced for a one time use. I mean
there should be some way to get these in game, whether they are really hard to get is up to the developer; or they should make it
so you could use it once for a specific save and then have that save permanently be able to change the features without having to
buy a new voucher. But as it is now it just seems like a blatant cash grab to me. I understand all the free updates and I have no
problem with paying for new cosmetics I just dont like how this is implemented. This is probably a lot more annoying to me
because character creation is alway one of my favorite parts about a game and changing that character over and over again to
make them perfect is just something I enjoy. I don't know, what do you guys think? Lemme know with a comment. Leaving a
thumbs up because it does give you what is promised.. MAJOR LEAGUE POS. 3 or 4 Crashes to Desktop per night, and am
running on 32 Windows XP, old Direct X9, old hardware from the era, so, it can't be "...cause you're running it on Windows7 or
up.".. I really like this game. BUT I cannot recommend it. Since I upgraded to Windows 10, I have found it impossible to run in
any graphics mode except 800x600. That I can put up with. The biggest problem is the frequence of the crashes. It crashes also
everytime I run it, and running the Compatibility Troubleshooter seems to make it worse.

I have complained to Kalypso Media about, their response was:-

"thank you for your ongoing interest in Patrician 3 but the developers moved on to more recent projects. There are currently no
patches / updates planned to establish compatibility with windows 8 or 10."

I find it very disturbing that Kalypso and Steam are continuing to sell the game, when there are so many problems with it and
there are no plans to make it compatibile with modern hardware.
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